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Adapted from Ngui Kimatu (2016)

See: 
Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000

https://innovation-entrepreneurship.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s13731-016-0044-x
http://www.chss.uqam.ca/Portals/0/docs/sts8020/(20)Etzk-Leides.Triple.Helix.pdf


Understanding innovation via patents

“Patents are a direct 
outcome of the inventive 
process”

“Particularly appropriate 
for capturing proprietary 
and competitive 
dimension of 
technological change”

Archibugi & Pianta, 1996

Some patents are 
incremental 

Measure 
commercialization, 
not always knowledge 
production

http://www.danielearchibugi.org/downloads/papers/2017/11/Archi-Pianta_Technovation.pdf


Why do patents make good data?

Longitudinal

Structured data on 
collaboration, 
commercialization, and 
inventors

Structured data on related 
technologies and 
research (prior art)



Patents contain two 
types of citations:

Citations to other patents

Citations to research outputs



Non-patent citations tell us...

• “The Knowledge Bases of the World’s Largest Pharmaceuticals 
Groups: What do patent citations to non-patent literature reveal?” 
(2003)

• “Evidence from Patents and Patent Citations on the Impact of 
NASA and Other Federal Labs on Commercial Innovation” (2003)

• “Market value and patent citations: A first look” (2000)
• “The increasing linkage between US technology and public 

science” (1997)
• “Is academic science driving a surge in industrial innovation? 

Evidence from patent citations” (2005)

http://ftp.zew.de/pub/zew-docs/div/innokonf/5bbrusonicriscuologeuna.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-6451.00068
https://cloudfront.escholarship.org/dist/prd/content/qt8vh1c20f/qt8vh1c20f.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Francis_Narin/publication/247909063_The_increasing_link_between_U_S_technology_and_public_science/links/56aafe7c08aeadd1bdcafd88/The-increasing-link-between-U-S-technology-and-public-science.pdf
http://repository.cmu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1054&context=sds


Three perspectives on one study:
Dr. Turner’s malaria vaccine



Academia: Impact Case Studies (REF, RAE)

“...The impact of Dr. Turner’s 
malaria study is clear: countless 
lives were saved thanks to the 
patented vaccine she developed 
and licensed for production…”

How is our institution’s 
research making a 
difference?



Governments: Understanding ROI

“...For every 1 dollar spent funding 
Dr. Turner’s malaria study, 5 
dollars were invested in the US 
economy thanks to the patented 
vaccine she developed and 
licensed for production…”

What’s the impact of 
the NIH’s grant 
dollars?



Industry: Understanding ROI

“...For every 1 dollar spent funding 
Dr. Turner’s malaria study, 5 
dollars might be earned thanks to 
the patented vaccine she 
developed and licensed for 
production…”

What’s the impact of a 
clinical trial?



Questions?


